“The program was exceptionally organized and the students were
engaged. They enjoyed hands-on learning, the use of technology, and
real-world applications.”–JA Finance Park volunteer

“Students realize truly how much their actual living expenses are when they are considered adults…It was a reality
check when they realized as adults how much housing, childcare, and having an automobile costs.”
—JA Finance Park teacher

Before you present JA Finance Park, Junior
Achievement staff will provide comprehensive training
and share the goals of the simulation experience. You
will become familiar with the daily schedule, the work
expected of the students, and your role and
responsibilities as a volunteer. You also will be
instructed on how to use the Volunteer Guide and Volunteer Checklist to help facilitate the program.
Volunteers are key to the success of JA Finance Park. From the beginning of the volunteer training
until the end of the simulation, JA staff will be available to answer all your questions.
The time commitment at JA Finance Park is minimal compared to the significant impact you will make
on the lives of young people. The volunteer day, composed of a full training and the simulation
experience, will pass quickly and leave you astonished by how much the students accomplish in such
a short period of time.
Sample Schedule:










8:00-9:30 AM - Volunteer orientation and training
9:30-9:45AM - Student arrival and orientation
9:45-10:30AM -Students discover their new lives and discus paying yourself first
10:30-11:30AM - Volunteers lead students through research of items in a typical family budget
11:30-12:00AM - Students create a budget on what they think things cost in the real world
12:00-12:30PM - Lunch
12:30-1:10PM - Students see real world prices for the first time and have to shop within their limits
1:10-1:40PM - Students lock in their choices and pay their bills
1:40-2:00PM - Students review their decisions, attend a group debrief, and head back to school

“I learned that keeping a budget is very important. Luxurious things like entertainment and expensive cars aren’t a
necessity in life. You need to make some sacrifices to be stable.”—JA Finance Park student

For details on how to inspire students in your community to succeed, visit Junior Achievement’s
website www.jaorswwa.org, or contact your local JA office at ghuntington@ja-pdx.org.
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